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Measurement of the cosmic ray energy spectrum above 1018 eV
using the Pierre Auger Observatory
F. Schu¨ssler∗ for the Pierre Auger Collaboration†
∗ Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
† Observatorio Pierre Auger, Av. San Martin Norte 304, 5613 Malargu¨e, Argentina
Abstract. The flux of cosmic rays above 1018 eV
has been measured with unprecedented precision
using the Pierre Auger Observatory. Two analysis
techniques have been used to extend the spectrum
downwards from 3 × 1018 eV, with the lower en-
ergies being explored using a novel technique that
exploits the hybrid strengths of the instrument.
The systematic uncertainties, and in particular the
influence of the energy resolution on the spectral
shape, are addressed. The spectrum can be described
by a broken power-law of index 3.3 below the
ankle which is measured at lg(Eankle/eV) = 18.6.
Above the ankle the spectrum is described by a
power-law ∝ E−2.6 and a flux suppression with
lg(E1/2/eV) = 19.6.
Keywords: Auger Energy Spectrum
I. INTRODUCTION
Two independent techniques are used at the Pierre
Auger Observatory to study extensive air showers cre-
ated by ultra-high energy cosmic rays in the atmosphere,
a ground array of more than 1600 water-Cherenkov
detectors and a set of 24 fluorescence telescopes. Con-
struction of the baseline design was completed in June
2008. With stable data taking starting in January 2004,
the world’s largest dataset of cosmic ray observations
has been collected over the last 4 years during the
construction phase of the observatory. Here we report
on an update with a substantial increase relative to the
accumulated exposure of the energy spectrum measure-
ments reported in [1] and [2].
Due to its high duty cycle, the data of the surface
detector are sensitive to spectral features at the highest
energies. Its energy scale is derived from coincident
measurements with the fluorescence detector. A flux
suppression around 1019.5 eV has been established based
on these measurements [1] in agreement with the HiRes
measurement [3].
An extension to energies below the threshold of
1018.5 eV is possible with the use of hybrid observations,
i.e. measurements with the fluorescence detectors in
coincidence with at least one surface detector. Although
statistically limited due to the duty-cycle of the fluo-
rescence detectors of about 13%, these measurements
make it possible to extend the energy range down to
1018 eV and can therefore be used to determine the
position and shape of the ankle at which the power-
law index of the flux changes [4], [5], [6], [7]. A
precise measurement of this feature is crucial for an
understanding of the underlying phenomena. Several
phenomenological models with different predictions and
explanations of the shape of the energy spectrum and the
cosmic ray mass composition have been proposed [8],
[9], [10].
II. SURFACE DETECTOR DATA
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Fig. 1. Energy spectrum derived from surface detector data calibrated
with fluorescence measurements. Only statistical uncertainties are
shown.
The surface detector array of the Pierre Auger Obser-
vatory covers about 3000 km2 of the Argentinian Pampa
Amarilla. Since its completion in June 2008 the expo-
sure is increased each month by about 350 km2 sr yr
and amounts to 12, 790 km2 sr yr for the time period
considered for this analysis (01/2004 - 12/2008). The
exposure is calculated by integrating the number of
active detector stations of the surface array over time.
Detailed monitoring information of the status of each
surface detector station is stored every second and the
exposure is determined with an uncertainty of 3 % [1].
The energy of each shower is calibrated with a subset
of high quality events observed by both the surface
and the fluorescence detectors after removing attenuation
effects by means of a constant-intensity method. The
systematic uncertainty of the energy cross-calibration is
7% at 1019 eV and increases to 15% above 1020 eV [11].
Due to the energy resolution of the surface detector
data of about 20%, bin-to-bin migrations influence the
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Fig. 2. Comparison between hybrid data and the Monte Carlo
simulations used for the determination of the hybrid exposure.
reconstruction of the flux and spectral shape. To correct
for these effect, a simple forward- folding approach was
applied. It uses MC simulations to determine the energy
resolution of the surface detector and derive the bin-to-
bin migration matrix. The matrix is then used to derive
a flux parameterisation that matches the measured data
after forward-folding. The ratio of this parameterisation
to the folded flux gives a correction factor that is applied
to data. The correction is energy dependent and less than
20% over the full energy range.
The derived energy spectrum of the surface detector is
shown in Fig. 1 together with the event numbers of the
underlying raw distribution. Combining the systematic
uncertainties of the exposure (3%) and of the forward
folding assumptions (5%), the systematic uncertainties
of the derived flux is 5.8%.
III. FLUORESCENCE DETECTOR DATA
The fluorescence detector of the Pierre Auger Obser-
vatory comprises 24 telescopes grouped in 4 buildings
on the periphery of the surface array. Air shower obser-
vations of the fluorescence detector in coincidence with
at least one surface detector permit an independent mea-
surement of the cosmic ray energy spectrum. Due to the
lower energy threshold of the fluorescence telescopes,
these ’hybrid’ events allow us to extend the range of
measurement down to 1018 eV.
The exposure of the hybrid mode of the Pierre Auger
Observatory has been derived using a Monte Carlo
method which reproduces the actual data conditions of
the observatory including their time variability [12].
Based on the extensive monitoring of all detector com-
ponents [13] a detailed description of the efficiencies
of data-taking has been obtained. The time-dependent
detector simulation is based on these efficiencies and
makes use of the complete description of the atmo-
spheric conditions obtained within the atmospheric mon-
itoring program [14]. For example, we consider only
time intervals for which the light attenuation due to
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Fig. 3. Energy spectrum derived from hybrid data. Only statistical
error bars are shown.
aerosols has been measured and for which no clouds
have been detected above the observatory [15].
As input to the detector simulation, air showers are
simulated with CONEX [16] based on the Sibyll 2.1 [17]
and QGSJetII-0.3 [18] hadronic interaction models, as-
suming a 50% − 50% mixture of proton and iron
primaries. Whereas the derived exposure is independent
of the choice of the hadronic interaction model, a sys-
tematic uncertainty is induced by the unknown primary
mass composition. After applying restrictions to the
fiducial volume [19], the systematic uncertainty related
to the primary mass composition is 8% at 1018 eV and
becomes negligible above 1019 eV (see [12] for details).
Additional requirements limit the maximum distance
between air shower and the fluorescence detector. They
have been derived from comparisons between data and
simulated events and assure a saturated trigger efficiency
of the fluorescence detector and the independence of
the derived flux from the systematic uncertainty of
the energy reconstruction. In addition, events are only
selected for the determination of the spectrum if they
meet certain quality criteria [12], which assure an energy
resolution of better than 6% over the full energy range.
Extensive comparisons between simulations and cos-
mic ray data are performed at all reconstruction levels.
An example is the agreement between data and MC
in the determination of the fiducial distance shown in
Fig. 2. Additional cross-checks involve laser shots fired
into the field of view of the fluorescence telescopes from
the Central Laser Facility [20]. They have been used to
verify the accuracy of the duty cycle.
The design of the Pierre Auger Observatory with
its two complementary air shower detection techniques
offers the chance to validate the full MC simulation
chain and the derived hybrid exposure using air shower
observations themselves. Based on this end-to-end ver-
ification, the calculated exposure has been corrected
by 4%. The total systematic uncertainty of the derived
hybrid spectrum is 10% at 1018 eV and decreases to
about 6% above 1019 eV.
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Fig. 4. The fractional difference between the combined energy spectrum of the Pierre Auger Observatory and a spectrum with an index of
2.6. Data from the HiRes instrument [3], [21] are shown for comparison.
The energy spectrum derived from hybrid measure-
ments recorded during the time period 12/2005 - 05/2008
is shown in Fig. 3.
IV. THE COMBINED ENERGY SPECTRUM
The Auger energy spectrum covering the full range
from 1018 eV to above 1020 eV is derived by combining
the two measurements discussed above. The combina-
tion procedure utilises a maximum likelihood method
which takes into account the systematic and statistical
uncertainties of the two spectra. The procedure applied
is used to derive flux scale parameters to be applied
to the individual spectra. These are kSD = 1.01 and
kFD = 0.99 for the surface detector data and hybrid data
respectively, showing the good agreement between the
independent measurements. The systematic uncertainty
of the combined flux is less than 4%.
As the surface detector data are calibrated with hy-
brid events, it should be noted that both spectra share
the same systematic uncertainty for the energy assign-
ment. The main contributions to this uncertainty are
the absolute fluorescence yield (14%) and the absolute
calibration of the fluorescence photodetectors (9.5%).
Including a reconstruction uncertainty of about 10% and
uncertainties of the atmospheric parameters, an overall
systematic uncertainty of the energy scale of 22% has
been estimated [11].
The fractional difference of the combined energy
spectrum with respect to an assumed flux ∝ E−2.6 is
shown in Fig. 4. Two spectral features are evident: an
abrupt change in the spectral index near 4 EeV (the
”ankle”) and a more gradual suppression of the flux
beyond about 30 EeV.
Some earlier measurements from the HiRes experi-
ment [3], [21] are also shown in Fig. 4 for comparison.
A modest systematic energy shift applied to one or both
experiments could account for most of the difference
between the two. The spectral change at the ankle
appears more sharp in our data.
The energy spectrum is fitted with two functions.
Both are based on power-laws with the ankle being
characterised by a break in the spectral index γ at Eankle.
The first function is a pure power-law description of
the spectrum, i.e. the flux suppression is fitted with a
spectral break at Ebreak. The second function uses a
smooth transition given by
J(E;E > Eankle) ∝ E
−γ2
1
1 + exp
(
lgE−lgE1/2
lgWc
)
in addition to the broken power-law to describe the
ankle. This fit is shown as black solid line in Fig. 5.
The derived parameters (quoting only statistical uncer-
tainties) are:
In Fig. 5 we show a comparison of the combined energy
spectrum with spectral shapes expected from different
astrophysical scenarios. Assuming for example a uni-
form distribution of sources, no cosmological evolution
of the source luminosity ((z + 1)m, i.e. m = 0) and a
source flux following ∝ E−2.6 one obtains a spectrum
that is at variance with our data. Better agreement is
obtained for a scenario including a strong cosmological
evolution of the source luminosity (m = 5) in combi-
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Fig. 5. The combined energy spectrum compared with several astrophysical models assuming a pure composition of protons (red lines) or
iron (blue line), a power-law injection spectrum following E−β and a maximum energy of Emax = 1020.5 eV. The cosmological evolution
of the source luminosity is given by (z+ 1)m. The black line shows the fit used to determine the spectral features (see text). A table with the
flux values can be found at [22].
parameter broken power laws power laws
+ smooth function
γ1(E < Eankle) 3.26± 0.04 3.26± 0.04
lg(Eankle/eV) 18.61± 0.01 18.60± 0.01
γ2(E > Eankle) 2.59± 0.02 2.55± 0.04
lg(Ebreak/eV) 19.46± 0.03
γ3(E > Ebreak) 4.3± 0.2
lg(E1/2/eV) 19.61± 0.03
lg(Wc/eV) 0.16± 0.03
nation with a harder injection spectrum (∝ E−2.3). A
hypothetical model of a pure iron composition injected
with a spectrum following ∝ E−2.4 and uniformly
distributed sources with m = 0 is able to describe the
measured spectrum above the ankle, below which an
additional component is required.
V. SUMMARY
We presented two independent measurements of the
cosmic ray energy spectrum with the Pierre Auger
Observatory. Both spectra share the same systematic
uncertainties in the energy scale. The combination of the
high statistics obtained with the surface detector and the
extension to lower energies using hybrid observations
enables the precise measurement of both the ankle and
the flux suppression at highest energies with unprece-
dented statistics. First comparisons with astrophysical
models have been performed.
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Abstract. The cosmic ray energy spectrum is ob-
tained using inclined events detected with the sur-
face detectors of the Pierre Auger Observatory. Air
showers with zenith angles between 60 and 80 degrees
add about 30% to the exposure. Events are identified
from background based on compatibility between the
arrival time and the detector location enabling the
elimination of random signals. The arrival direction
is computed using the time information. The core
position and a shower size parameter are obtained
for each event by fitting measured signals to those
obtained from predictions of two-dimensional dis-
tributions of the patterns of the muon densities at
ground level. The shower size parameter, a zenith
angle independent energy estimator, is calibrated us-
ing the shower energy measured by the fluorescence
technique in a sub-sample of high-quality hybrid
events. The measured flux is in agreement with
that measured using showers of zenith less than 60
degrees.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inclined showers are routinely detected by the Pierre
Auger Observatory. The Surface Detector (SD) uses 1.2
m deep water–Cherenkov detectors that are sensitive to
inclined muons. Hybrid events, events detected simulta-
neously by the SD and the Fluorescence Detector (FD),
provide a method to cross calibrate the Surface Detector
even for inclined events.
The analysis of inclined showers is important. It
increases the aperture by about 30 % relative to showers
with zenith angle less than 60◦ as used in [12], [10]
and has access to regions of the sky which are not
visible in the vertical. In addition, inclined showers
created by nuclear primaries constitute the background
for neutrino detection [5], [15]. Moreover, the inclined
showers are characterised by being composed mainly of
muons. Therefore they give additional information on
the high energy processes in the shower, relevant to the
study of composition and of hadronic processes at high
energy, see also [16].
Due to the increasing slant depth with the zenith
angle, the electromagnetic component is rapidly ab-
sorbed as the zenith angle increases. Above 60◦, showers
still contain a significant electromagnetic component.
For zenith angles larger than 70◦ the electromagnetic
shower is absorbed in the atmosphere and only an
electromagnetic ’halo’ due to muon decay and other
muonic processes survive and account for ∼ 15% of the
signal. Due to the long paths traversed, the muons can
be deflected by the magnetic field and produce complex
patterns at ground where the cylindrical symmetry is
lost, depending on the angle between the arrival direction
of the shower and the magnetic field. For highly inclined
showers (≥ 80◦), the magnetic deflection can be so
large as to separate the positive and negative muons.
This makes the use of the one dimensional lateral dis-
tribution functions (LDF), used for zenith angles < 60◦,
unsuitable for analysis of inclined showers. Monte Carlo
simulations are used to produce maps of muons arriving
at ground. These are either parameterised or kept as
histogrammed maps and are used to reconstruct the
shower core and a shower size parameter. The elec-
tromagnetic component is also parameterised indepen-
dently using Monte Carlo simulations. Inclined events
are reconstructed in a similar manner to the vertical
events but taking into account the specific characteristics
of inclined showers.
Here we present an update of the analysis of inclined
events, in the range from 60◦ to 80◦, in the Pierre Auger
Observatory for energies above 6.3 EeV, see also [3], [4].
II. EVENT SELECTION
Events are selected using a chain of quality cuts and
triggers, which are similar to the trigger chain used in
vertical events [6]. After the single detector triggers,
the T3 trigger is the lowest array trigger criterion. Data
acquisition distinguishes two types: compact triangles
of detectors with long signals and preset patterns of
detectors with any signal exceeding a certain threshold.
For inclined showers, given their elongated patterns, the
more important one is the second, being 63 % of all the
events in the 60◦–80◦ zenith angle range. For showers
between 70◦–80◦ this fraction increases to 87%.
T3 recorded events are selected at the next trigger
level (T4), the physical trigger, if they fulfil a time
compatibility test. It is based on a “top down” algorithm
where, selected stations are iteratively required to have
small time residuals compared to a shower front. In
addition a criteria of compactness is also applied. The
algorithm is used to iterate over the accepted number of
stations until a compatible configuration is obtained.
T4 candidates are reconstructed and their arrival direc-
tion, shower size, and the core position are determined.
The procedure is described in the next section. For the
spectrum analysis high quality events are selected at
the next trigger level, the T5 [7], the criteria being that
the core must be reconstructed accurately to guarantee
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a good energy estimation by avoiding events close to
the border of the array or events which fall in an area
where stations are inactive. Several alternatives were
considered. The one currently used (T5HAS) consists
of accepting only events were the station closest to the
reconstructed core is surrounded by a hexagon of active
stations.
The acceptance of the array is then computed geo-
metrically, counting the number of active hexagons, and
the aperture is calculated for each array configuration
as a function of time. Events with zenith angle greater
than 80◦ are not considered in this analysis, as the
uncertainty in the angular reconstruction increases with
zenith angle, growing rapidly above 80◦. Also at larger
zenith angles, due to the low density of muons, the
fluctuations are larger and the energy reconstruction has
large uncertainty. The total accumulated exposure from
1 January 2004 to 31 December 2008 for zenith angles
< 60◦ is 12790 km2 sr year, the exposure for zenith
angles between 60◦ and 80◦ corresponds to 29 % of
that value. Over 80000 events were found which pass
the T5HAS criteria in the period considered.
III. ANGULAR AND SHOWER SIZE DETERMINATION
The angular and energy determination of inclined
events follows a similar pattern to that for vertical
events. For the angular reconstruction the start times
of the stations are corrected, taking into account the
altitude of the station and the curvature of the Earth
(due to the elongated shapes, the shower can spawn
several tens of kilometers). The corrected start times
are checked against the shower front and the arrival
direction is obtained by χ2 minimisation. We have tested
several approaches to the angular reconstruction. In
addition, good quality hybrid events can be compared
with the Fluorescence Detector reconstruction. Overall,
the angular resolution is of the order of 1◦ [8].
For the energy reconstruction the measured signals
are compared to the expected ones using the following
procedure. First the expected electromagnetic signal,
parameterised with Monte Carlo simulations[9], is sub-
tracted from the total signal. At zenith angles & 60◦
the electromagnetic contribution is still appreciable and
forms significant fraction of the signal. At larger zenith
angles & 70◦, the electromagnetic contribution from pi0
decay is negligible and only a contribution from the
decay of the muons themselves (and other processes)
is present. This constitute a fraction of the order of 15
%. After the electromagnetic component has been sub-
tracted, the muonic signal is compared to the expected
one taken from ’muon maps’. For inclined events, the
lack of cylindrical symmetry around the shower axis
makes the use of a single variable LDF impossible.
Instead, we have developed muon maps which param-
eterise the muon number expected as a function of the
zenith and azimuth angle. This parameterisation of the
muon maps is done in the plane perpendicular to the
shower arrival direction. In addition, the response of the
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Fig. 1. Surface detector response to inclined muons. Probability of
measuring a signal in VEM (vertical equivalent muon) for muons of
zenith angle 60◦ and energy 1 GeV (continuous histogram), 60◦ and
100 GeV (dotted histogram), and 80◦ and 1 GeV (dashed histogram).
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Fig. 2. Distribution of sin2 θ for events which pass the T5 trigger
and for N19 > 1 (lower red points) and 0.4 < N19 < 1 (upper black
points).
detector to inclined muons has been calculated using
GEANT4. In the figure 1, we show the probability of
muons to produce a given signal for several zenith angles
and muon energies. A single muon arriving at 80◦ zenith
angle can produce a signal of more than 3 VEM.
The shower core and the shower size are simulta-
neously estimated by a likelihood maximisation which
accounts for non–triggering and saturated stations. The
result of this maximisation procedure is then, the shower
size parameter, which can be interpreted as the total
number of muons in the shower. From Monte Carlo
simulations, it has been found that the number of muons
scales with the shower energy and independently of
the zenith angle. For convenience, the maps have been
normalised by the use of N19. N19 = 1 means that
the shower has the same number of muons as a proton
shower generated with QGSJET and of energy 1019 eV.
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Fig. 3. The N19 parameter as a function of the FD energy in EeV.
The line is the calibration fit with parameters a = −0.72± 0.03 and
b = 0.94± 0.03, see the text.
In this way, the zenith angle dependence of the shower
size parameter is automatically taken into account. The
uncertainty in the determination of N19 has been splitted
in three terms:
σ2N19 = σ
2
stat + σ
2
θ + σ
2
sh; (1)
where σstat is the statistical uncertainty, obtained from
the maximum likelihood, σθ is the uncertainty in N19
due to the angular reconstruction uncertainty, and σsh is
the uncertainty due to the shower–to–shower fluctuations
in the number of muons. For the high energy showers
considered in this work (E > 6.3 × 1018 eV), σstat <
10%, σθ < 6% and the shower–to–shower fluctuations
induce a fluctuation of the order of 18 % in N19, making
an overall uncertainty of the order of 22 %.
In figure 2, we show the distribution of sin2(θ) of
events with N19 > 1 and 0.4 < N19 < 1. It can be seen
that the distribution for N19 > 1 is flat, showing that
the array is fully efficient for N19 > 1 (E > 6.3× 1018
eV).
In addition, systematic uncertainties in the determi-
nation of N19 have been estimated as follows. Several
models of the reconstruction procedure are taken into
account, including different muon map implementations
(generated with Aires and CORSIKA) [1], [13], detector
responses, and minimisation procedures. In the present
work, two independent reconstruction codes (called A
and B) have been used with different muons maps and
tank responses. From this, a systematic uncertainty of
the order of 20% is obtained for the N19. Below, we
will show that most of this uncertainty is reabsorbed in
the process of calibration.
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Fig. 4. Relative differences between the FD energy and the calibrated
SD energy for events used in the calibration. The line is a Gaussian
fit of average 0.01 ±0.02 and RMS 0.22.
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Fig. 5. Relative difference between the energy reconstructed with the
two different SD reconstruction procedures A and B, as discussed in
the text, for events above E = 1019 eV. The line is a Gaussian fit to
the histogram with reduced χ2 5.9/10, mean 0.014±0.006 and RMS
0.068± 0.005.
IV. CALIBRATION
The absolute energy scale is calibrated using the
same procedure adopted in vertical showers, see [14].
A subsample of inclined hybrid events of good quality
is selected using a set of cuts [12], optimised for in-
clined events. For inclined showers, no event above 75◦
survives the cuts. The energy reconstruction procedure
used in the Fluorescence Detector has been described
in [11]. Events reconstructed in the SD with N19 <
0.4 are not considered. This calibration procedure is
done independently for the two reconstruction methods
discussed earlier. For instance, for the code A, the
correlation between the energy obtained from the FD
reconstruction and N19 is shown in figure 3, where the
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Fig. 6. Fractional differences (J/(A×E2.6)−1) for the fluxes obtained with the two reconstruction procedures (A (circles) and B (triangles)
for inclined events as a function of the energy. Also shown are the raw vertical data [10] (squares).
linear fit log10(NA19) = aA + bA log10(EFD) is also
shown. The best fit yields the values aA = −0.72±0.03
and bA = 0.94 ± 0.03. In figure 4, we show the
relative difference between the energy reconstructed with
the Fluorescence Detector and the Surface Detector
for these events. A fractional RMS of 22% is found
between the two reconstructions, compatible with the
estimated uncertainty in the FD reconstruction and the
SD reconstruction. The same procedure is applied to the
reconstruction code B, obtaining a calibration curve with
parameters aB = −0.6 ± 0.01 and bB = 0.93 ± 0.02.
In the figure 5, we show the relative difference between
the two reconstructed energies after the calibration for
events above 1019 eV. The mean difference between the
two reconstructed energies is below 2 % and the RMS is
of the order of 7%. Therefore, the systematic uncertainty
arising from the different reconstruction methods is
absorbed in the calibration process, resulting in a sys-
tematic uncertainty of the order of 2 %. Other possible
sources of systematics are currently under investigation.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Inclined events recorded from 1 January 2004 to 31
December 2008 were analysed using the procedures
outlined above. It was found that above E = 6.3 EeV
the array is fully efficient to T5HAS triggers (efficiency
greater than 98 %). A total of 1750 events where
selected above this energy. The fractional difference
(J/(A × E−2.6) − 1, where A is a constant) is plotted
in figure 6 for the two inclined spectra (A and B) and
for the raw vertical spectrum supplied by the authors of
[10]. At log10(E/eV) < 19.2 differences between the
two inclined spectra are of the order of 10 %. At higher
energy, the difference can be as large as 30 %. A power–
law fit to the spectra for inclined events gives a slope
of γ = 2.79 ± 0.06 in the energy range 6.3 × 1018 eV
to 4.5 × 1019 eV. Above 4.5 × 1019 eV a power–law
fit results in a slope of γ = 5.1 ± 0.9. Alternatively,
extrapolating the power–law fit with γ = 2.79 ± 0.06,
we would expect 54 events above 4.5× 1019 eV, where
only 39 are observed.
The comparison of the inclined event spectrum to
the vertical spectrum can have implications for analysis
of composition and of hadronic models. A change on
composition or hadronic model would imply a different
relation between N19 and E to the one used here. This
could be seen as a change on the inclined spectrum with
respect to the vertical spectrum. This is currently under
investigation.
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Abstract. The energy of the primary particles of air
showers recorded using the water-Cherenkov detec-
tors of the Pierre Auger Observatory is inferred from
simultaneous measurements of showers together with
the fluorescence telescopes. The signal on the ground
at 1000 m from the shower axis obtained using the
water-Cherenkov detectors is related directly to the
calorimetric energy measured with the telescopes.
The energy assignment is therefore independent of
air-shower simulations except for the assumptions
that must be made about the energy carried into
the ground by neutrinos and muons. The correlation
between the signal at ground and the calorimetric
energy is used to derive a calibration curve. A
detailed description of the method used to determine
the energy scale is presented. The systematic uncer-
tainties on the calibration procedure are discussed.
Keywords: UHECR, energy spectrum, Auger, Cal-
ibration.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Pierre Auger Observatory [1] detects air showers
with over 1600 water-Cherenkov detectors, collectively
called the surface detector (SD). The SD measures the
lateral distribution of particles in air showers with a
duty cycle of almost 100% [2]. The SD is overlooked
by the fluorescence detector (FD) which consists of 24
fluorescence telescopes grouped in units of 6 at four
locations on the periphery of the SD. The FD is only
used on clear moonless nights, and has a duty cycle
of 13% [3]. The FD provides a nearly calorimetric
energy measurement, EFD, since the fluorescence light
is produced in proportion to the energy dissipation by
a shower in the atmosphere [4], [5]. An example of a
reconstruction of a typical air shower with an energy of
40 EeV and a zenith angle of 36◦ detected with the SD
and FD is shown in figures 1 and 2.
The signals recorded in a water-Cherenkov detector
are converted in terms of vertical equivalent muons
(VEM). One VEM represents the average of the signals
produced in the 3 PMTs of the detector by a vertical
muon that passes centrally through the SD detector unit.
The air shower axis is obtained from the arrival time
of the first particles in each detector station. The impact
point on ground and the lateral distribution of signals are
obtained in a global maximum likelihood minimization
which accounts for the station trigger threshold and the
overflow of the FADCs counts in the stations very close
to the shower axis. The effect of the fluctuation of the
lateral distribution function is minimized at 1000 m.
The interpolated signal at a fixed distance from the
shower core correlates well with the energy of the
primary cosmic ray [6]. The signal at distance of 1000 m,
S(1000), indicated as a cross in figure 1 is used as energy
estimator.
For the air showers that are also observed with the
fluorescence telescopes a direct measurement of the
longitudinal profile of the air shower is possible. The
longitudinal profile of the air shower, i.e. the energy de-
posit as a function of traversed matter in the atmosphere,
is obtained determining first the shower geometry and
then accounting for the fluorescence and Cherenkov light
contributions and the light scattering and attenuation [7].
The shower axis is derived using the timing information
and the direction of the triggered PMTs of the fluo-
rescence telescope and using the timing information of
the water-Cherenkov detector with the highest signal,
this allow an angular resolution better than 1◦. The
FADCs counts recorded by the PMTs of the fluorescence
telescope are converted into photons using the calibra-
tion constant derived night by night [8]. The timing
information is converted in atmospheric slant depth
correcting for the measured atmospheric condition [9].
From the estimated fluorescence light the energy deposit
profile is obtained using the absolute fluorescence yield
in air which at 293 K and 1013 hPa at 337 nm band is
5.05±0.71 photons/MeV of energy deposited [10]. The
fluorescence yield pressure and wavelength dependency
are accounted for [11].
Due to the limited field of view, the longitudinal
profile is not entirely recorded, so a fit with a Gaisser-
Hillas function is employed to obtain the full profile.
The subsample of air showers that are recorded by
both detectors, called “hybrid events”, are used to relate
EFD to S(1000). The energy scale inferred from this
data sample is applied to the full sample of showers
detected by the array of the water-Cherenkov detectors.
II. DATA ANALYSIS
A subset of high-quality hybrid events detected be-
tween January 2004 and December 2008 with recon-
structed zenith angle less than 60◦ are used in this
analysis [12]. To ensure that a shower recorded by
the SD has a reliable estimate of S(1000), accidental
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Fig. 1. Lateral distribution: filled circles represent recorded signals.
The fitted value S(1000) is marked with a cross.
triggers are rejected and all six nearest neighbours of
the station with the largest signal must be active. This
guarantees the core of the shower being contained within
the array. The geometry of an event is determined from
the times recorded at a fluorescence telescope, supple-
mented by the time of the water-Cherenkov detector
with the highest signal. This station must be within
750 m from the shower axis [13]. The reduced χ2 of the
longitudinal profile fit to the Gaisser-Hillas function [7]
has to be less than 2.5. Events are rejected by requiring
that the χ2 of a linear fit to the longitudinal profile
exceeds the Gaisser-Hillas fit χ2 by at least four. The
depth of shower maximum, Xmax, has to be within
the field of view of the telescopes and the fraction of
the signal detected by the fluorescence telescopes and
attributed to Cherenkov light must be less than 50%.
The uncertainties on EFD being lower than 20% and
on Xmax lower than 40 g/cm2 are also requested. The
selection criteria include a measurement of the vertical
aerosol optical depth profile (VAOD(h)) [14] using laser
shots generated by the central laser facility (CLF) [15]
and observed by the fluorescence telescopes in the same
hour of each selected hybrid event. For a given energy
the value of S(1000) decreases with zenith angle, θ, due
to the attenuation of the shower particles and geometrical
effects. Assuming an isotropic flux for the whole energy
range considered, we extract the shape of the attenuation
curve from the data [16]. The fitted attenuation curve,
CIC(θ) = 1 + a x + b x2, is a quadratic function
of x = cos2 θ − cos2 38◦ and is displayed in figure 3
for a particular constant intensity cut which corresponds
to S38◦ = 47 VEM, with a = 0.90 ± 0.05 and
b = −1.26± 0.21. The average angle is 〈θ〉 ≃ 38◦ and
we take this angle as reference to convert S(1000) into
S38◦ by S38◦ ≡ S(1000)/CIC(θ). It may be regarded
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dE
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X
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal profile: energy deposit in the atmosphere as a
function of the slant depth.
as the signal S(1000) the shower would have produced
had it arrived at θ = 38◦.
The reconstruction accuracy σS(1000) of the parameter
S(1000) is composed by 3 contributions: a statistical
uncertainty due to the finite size of the detector and
the limited dynamic range of the signal detection, a
systematic uncertainty due to the assumptions of the
shape of the lateral distribution and finally due to the
shower-to-shower fluctuations [17]. The relative uncer-
tainty is shown in figure 4, and in the range of interest,
σS38◦ /S38◦ ≃ 14%.
Not all the energy of a primary cosmic ray particle
ends up in the electromagnetic part of an air shower
detected by fluorescence telescopes. Neutrinos escape
undetected and muons need long path lengths to release
their energy. This non-detected energy is sometimes
called the invisible energy, and is usually accounted for
θ2cos
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Fig. 3. Derived attenuation curve, CIC(θ), fitted with a quadratic
function.
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by correcting the electromagnetic energy Eem, detected
by fluorescence telescopes. The factor finv is determined
from shower simulations to obtain the total shower
energy EFD = finv Eem. The invisible energy correction
is based on the average for proton and iron showers
simulated with the QGSJet model and sums up to about
10% at 10 EeV . The neutrino and muon production
probabilities have energy dependencies due to the meson
decay probabilities in the atmosphere. Thus, the factor
finv depends on the energy for different hadronic inter-
action models and is also subject to shower-to-shower
fluctuations [18].
The statistical uncertainties, σEFD , of the total en-
ergy, EFD, measured by the fluorescence telescopes
is composed of the statistical uncertainty of the light
flux, σflux, the uncertainty due to the core location and
shower direction, σgeo, the uncertainty on the invisible
energy correction, σinv and the uncertainty related to
the measured VAOD profile, σatm. The total relative
uncertainty is about σEFD/EFD = 9% as shown in
figure 5 and does not depend strongly on the energy.
III. CALIBRATION CURVE
The relation of S38 and EFD for the 795 hybrid
selected events in the energy region where the surface
detector array is fully efficient, E ≥ 3 EeV , is well
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Fig. 5. Upper panel: EFD resolution. Lower panel σEFD/EFD on
function of lg(EFD/eV ) scatter plot.
described by a power-law function,
E = a Sb38, (1)
as shown in figure 6. The results of a fit to the data are
a = (1.51± 0.06(stat)± 0.12(syst))× 1017 eV,
b = 1.07± 0.01(stat)± 0.04(syst),
with a reduced χ2 of 1.01. S38 grows approximately
linearly with energy. The root-mean-square deviation of
the distribution is about 17% as shown in figure 7, in
good agreement with the quadratic sum of the statistical
uncertainties of S38◦ and EFD. The calibration accuracy
at the highest energies is limited by the number of
recorded showers: the most energetic selected event
is about 6 × 1019 eV. The calibration at low energies
extends below the range of interest.
IV. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The systematic uncertainty due to the calibration
procedure is 7% at 1019 eV and 15% at 1020 eV.
The systematic uncertainties on the energy scale EFD
sum up to 22%. The largest uncertainties are given by
the absolute fluorescence yield (14%) [10], the absolute
calibration of the fluorescence telescopes (9%) and the
uncertainty due to the reconstruction method of the
longitudinal shower profile (10%).
The uncertainty due to the water vapour quenching
on the fluorescence yield (5%) is taken into account as
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Fig. 6. Correlation between lgS38 and lgEFD for the 795 hybrid
events used in the fit. The line represents the best fit.
described in [19]. Additionally, the wavelength depen-
dent response of the fluorescence telescopes (3%), the
uncertainties on measurements of the molecular optical
depth (1%), on the measurements of the aerosol optical
depth (7%) and on multiple scattering models (1%)
are included in the overall systematic uncertainty. The
invisible energy correction contributes 4% to the total
systematic uncertainty of 22% [20].
V. OUTLOOK
The energy calibration of the surface detector array
was obtained with measurements of the fluorescence
telescopes and a detailed study of the uncertainties
was given. Several activities are on-going to reduce the
systematic uncertainties of the energy estimate, e.g. the
longitudinal profile reconstruction method and the un-
certainty of the fluorescence yield. The spectrum derived
from data of the surface detector array is calibrated using
the method presented in this paper and compared with
a spectrum based on measured hybrid data in [21].
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Exposure of the Hybrid Detector of The Pierre Auger Observatory
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Abstract. The exposure of the Pierre Auger Ob-
servatory for events observed by the fluorescence
detector in coincidence with at least one station of the
surface detector is calculated. All relevant monitoring
data collected during the operation, like the status
of the detector, background light and atmospheric
conditions are considered in both simulation and
reconstruction. This allows to realistically reproduce
time dependent data taking conditions and efficien-
cies.
I. INTRODUCTION
The measurement of the cosmic ray flux above
1018eV is one of the foremost goals of the Pierre Auger
Observatory [1]. In this energy region two different
features, the ankle and the GZK cut-off are expected.
In particular the transition between the galactic and the
extragalactic component of cosmic rays [2] is widely
believed to be associated with a flattening of cosmic
rays energy spectrum, identified as the ankle.An accurate
determination of the ankle could help to discriminate
among theoretical models [3], [4], [5] describing this
transition.
The hybrid approach is based on the detection of
showers observed by the Fluorescence Detector (FD)
in coincidence with at least one station of the Surface
Detector (SD). Although a signal in a single station
doesn’t ensure an independent trigger and reconstruction
in SD [6], it is a sufficient condition for a very accurate
determination of the shower geometry using the hybrid
reconstruction.
The measurement of cosmic ray flux relies on the pre-
cise determination of detector exposure that is influenced
by several factors. The response of the hybrid detector
is in fact very much dependent on energy, distance of
recorded event, atmospheric and data taking conditions.
II. HYBRID EXPOSURE
The flux of cosmic rays J as a function of energy is
defined as:
J(E) =
d4N
dE dS dΩ dt ≃
1
∆E
ND(E)
E(E)
; (1)
where ND(E) is the number of detected events in the
energy bin centered around E having width ∆E on a
surface element dS, solid angle dΩ and time dt, E(E)
represents the energy dependent exposure of the detector.
The exposure, as a function of primary shower energy,
can be written as:
E(E) =
∫
T
∫
Ω
∫
Agen
ε(E, t, θ, φ) dS cos θ dΩ dt; (2)
where ε is the detection efficiency including analysis
selection cuts, dS and Agen are the differential and
total Monte Carlo generation areas, respectively. The
generation area Agen has been chosen large enough
to include the detector array with a sizable trigger
efficiency. dΩ = sin θdθdφ and Ω are respectively the
differential and total solid angles, being θ and φ the
zenith and azimuth angles. The growth of surface array
and ongoing extensions of the fluorescence detector,
seasonal and instrumental effects obviously introduce
changes of the detector configuration with time. All
these effects can be taken into account by simulating
a sample of events that reproduces the exact data taking
conditions.
III. HYBRID ON-TIME
The calculation of hybrid exposure requires the
knowledge of the detector on-time. The efficiency of
fluorescence and hybrid data taking is influenced by
many effects. These can be external, e.g. lightnings and
storms, or internal, due to data taking inefficiencies, e.g.
DAQ failures. To determine the on-time of our hybrid
detector it is therefore crucial to take as many of these
possibilities into account and derive a solid description
of the time dependent data taking.
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Fig. 1. The evolution of the average hybrid duty-cycle during the
construction phase of the Pierre Auger Observatory.
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Failures can occur on different levels starting from
the smallest unit of the FD, i.e. one single PMT readout
channel, up to the highest level, i.e. the combined SD-
FD data taking of the Observatory.
The on-time of the hybrid detector has been derived
using data and a variety of monitoring information. As
compromise between accuracy and stability we derived
the complete detector status down to the single photo-
multiplier for time intervals of 10 min.
The time evolution of the full hybrid duty-cycle over 4
years during the construction phase of the observatory is
given in figure 1. It has to be noted that the telescopes
belonging to the building of Los Morados (telescopes
7-12) have become operational only in May 2005 and
the ones in Loma Amarilla (telescopes 13-18) in March
2007. Moreover the quality of the data taking increases
from 2005 to 2007. The decrease of the average on-
time in 2008 is due to the lowering of the maximum
background value allowed for the FD data taking. The
result has been cross-checked with other independent
analyses [7], [8] giving an overall agreement within
about 4%.
IV. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION AND EVENT
SELECTION
To reproduce the exact working conditions of the
experiment and the entire sequence of the different
occurring configurations, a large sample of Monte Carlo
events has been produced. The simulated data sample
consists of longitudinal energy deposit profiles generated
with the CONEX [12] code using QGSJet-II [10] and
Sibyll 2.1 [11] as hadronic interaction models. As the
distribution of particles at ground is not provided by
CONEX, the time of the station with the highest signal is
simulated according to the muon arrival time distribution
[13]. This time is needed in the hybrid reconstruction for
determining the incoming direction of the showers and
the impact point at ground.
In order to validate such approach, a full hybrid sim-
ulation was performed using CORSIKA showers [15],
in which FD and SD response are simultaneously and
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Fig. 3. Data-Monte Carlo Comparison: fraction of hybrid events as a
function of time starting from November 2005. Both data (solid line)
and simulations (solid circles) are shown.
fully simulated. As it is shown in Figure 2, the hybrid
trigger efficiency (an FD event in coincidence with at
least one SD station) is flat and equal to 1 at energies
greater than 1018 eV. The difference between the two
primaries becomes negligible for energies larger than
1017.5 eV. Furthermore the comparison with data shows
a satisfactory agreement. The CORSIKA simulations
have been also used to parameterize the response of
the SD stations using the Lateral Trigger Probability
functions [16].
The effect of the different data taking configurations
has been taken into account and simulated using the
calculation of the hybrid detector on-time. Moreover the
impact of cloud coverage and atmospheric conditions
on the exposure calculation has been taken into account
using the information of the atmospheric monitoring [9]
of the Pierre Auger Observatory. All the simulations
were performed within the Auger analysis framework
[14].
Once the shower geometry is known, the longitudinal
profile can be reconstructed and the energy calculated
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Fig. 4. Data-Monte Carlo Comparison: fraction of hybrid events as
a function of the measured zenith angle for the events passing the
quality cuts. Both data (solid line) and simulations (solid circles) are
shown.
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Fig. 5. The hybrid exposure for proton (solid dot) and iron (open squares) primaries derived from Monte Carlo simulation. The relative
difference between pure proton(iron) exposure and a mixed composition exposure is shown in the lower panel.
in the same way as for data. The following quality
cuts have been designed and used also for the hybrid
spectrum.
A first set is based on the quality of the geometrical
reconstruction:
• reconstructed zenith angle less than 60◦;
• station used for the hybrid reconstruction lying
within 1500 m from the shower axis;
• energy dependent core-FD site distance according
to [17];
• energy dependent field of view according to [18].
A second set of cuts is based on the quality of the
reconstructed profile:
• a successful Gaisser-Hillas fit with χ2/Ndof < 2.5
for the reconstructed longitudinal profile.
• minimum observed depth < depth at shower max-
imum (Xmax) < maximum observed depth;
• events with relative amount of Cherenkov light in
the signal less than 50%;
• energy reconstruction uncertainty less than 20%;
A final set of cuts is based on the quality of the
atmospheric conditions:
• measurement of atmospheric parameters available
[19], [9];
• cloud coverage from Lidar measurements [9] lower
than 25%.
The reliability of quality cuts has been checked by
comparing the distributions of data and Monte Carlo
for all the relevant shower observables. The fraction
of selected hybrids events is shown in Figure 3 as a
function of time. In this plot both the growing of the
hybrid detector and the seasonal trend of the hybrid
data taking efficiency are visible. As an example the
distributions of the measured zenith angle for both data
and Monte Carlo are shown in Figure 4. In this plot only
the events passing the quality cuts are shown. Data are
in an agreement with simulations.
V. RESULTS
The hybrid exposure is shown in Figure 5 both for
proton (solid dot) and iron (open squares) primaries.
The black arrow indicates the region above 1018 eV
where the exposure is used for the measurement of the
hybrid spectrum. The exposure has been corrected for
a 4% systematic inefficiency derived from the analy-
sis of Central Laser Facility [19] shots. The residual
difference between pure proton/iron exposure and a
mixed composition (50% proton - 50% iron) one is
about 8% at 1018 eV and decreases down to 1% at
higher energies. The dependence of the exposure on the
hadronic interaction model has been studied in detail
by comparing the exposures obtained respectively with
QGSJet-II and Sibyll 2.1 Monte Carlo events. The result
shows that this effect is negligible.
The design of the Pierre Auger Observatory with
its two complementary air shower detection techniques
offers the chance to validate the full Monte Carlo
simulation chain and the derived hybrid exposure with
air shower observations themselves. Based on this end-
to-end comparison the hybrid event rate from data has
shown a discrepancy of 8% with respect to Monte Carlo
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Fig. 6. The growth of the hybrid exposure as a function of time
starting from November 2005 up to May 2008 for three different
energies.
simulations. The exposure has been corrected for half
of the observed difference and an upper limit of the
systematic uncertainty of about 5% is estimated. Taking
into account all these contributions the overall systematic
uncertainty on the knowledge of the exposure ranges
from 10% at 1018 eV to 6% above 1019 eV.
In Figure 6, the growth of the hybrid exposure as a
function of time is shown for three different energies.
The increase shown at each energy is not only related to
the accumulation of data taking with time. In particular
one can easily observe faster changes corresponding to
the longer periods in the austral winter. The trend is
also affected by the growth of the SD array in the
corresponding period. This effect is more marked at
higher energies where a bigger hybrid detection volume
is accessible with new SD stations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A time dependent Monte Carlo simulation has been
performed and the exposure of the hybrid detector of
the Pierre Auger Observatory has been derived. The
use of the monitoring information of the Pierre Auger
Observatory allows to follow in detail the changes in the
data taking configuration and atmospheric conditions as
confirmed by the comparison between data and Monte
Carlo. This procedure ensuresa systematic uncertainty
on the knowledge of the exposure lower than 10% on
the entire energy range used for the measurement of the
hybrid spectrum [1].
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Abstract. We describe a method to determine the1
energy scale of the fluorescence detection of air-2
showers based on the universal shape of longitudinal3
shower profiles. For this purpose, the ratio of scat-4
tered Cherenkov and fluorescence light is adopted as5
a free parameter while fitting the individual profiles6
of the longitudinal deposit of the energy to the univer-7
sal shape. We demonstrate the validity of the method8
using a Monte Carlo study based on the detector9
simulation of the Pierre Auger Observatory and10
estimate systematic uncertainties due to the choice11
of high energy interaction model and atmospheric12
conditions.13
Keywords: Auger Fluorescence Energy14
I. INTRODUCTION15
Knowing the absolute energy scale of cosmic ray16
detection is important for the interpretation of physics17
results such as flux, anisotropy, or composition. At the18
Pierre Auger Observatory, the energy measured with the19
fluorescence detector is used to calibrate that of the20
surface detector [1]. Previous experiments that consisted21
of a surface array used Monte Carlo simulations for their22
energy calibration.23
In air shower detection with fluorescence telescopes,24
the atmosphere acts as a calorimeter. The amount of25
emitted fluorescence light is proportional to the energy26
deposit in the atmosphere. The light yield is measured in27
laboratory experiments with a precision that is at present28
typically 15% [2].29
Here, we describe a method to obtain the overall30
normalization of the fluorescence yield directly from31
air shower measurements. This method makes use of32
the universality of the shape of the longitudinal shower33
profiles of the energy deposit in the atmosphere. It is34
also dependent on our ability to reliably calculate the35
Cherenkov light contribution (given the electron num-36
ber and energy spectra). Only the relative fluorescence37
spectrum is needed, which is known with good precision38
from laboratory experiments.39
As an air shower develops in the atmosphere, a beam40
of Cherenkov light builds up along the axis of the41
shower and undergoes Rayleigh and aerosol scattering.42
In general the scattered Cherenkov light which is ob-43
served from a certain point in the shower will have44
been originally emitted at an earlier stage of shower45
development. The result is a very different longitudinal46
light profile from that of the isotropically emitted fluo- 47
rescence light. Therefore, the shape of the reconstructed 48
longitudinal profile of the energy deposit depends on 49
the assumed composition of the different contributions 50
to the measured light. We modify the fluorescence light 51
yield in the reconstruction of the longitudinal profile to 52
change the light composition in such a way that the 53
energy deposit profile matches the profile expected from 54
universality. 55
II. UNIVERSALITY OF AIR SHOWER PROFILES 56
The energy spectra of shower electrons and the differ- 57
ential energy deposit have been shown to be universal as 58
a function of shower age, s = 3X/(X + 2Xmax) [3]– 59
[9]. As a result, the shape of energy deposit profiles 60
have been studied for universality when plotted as a 61
function of age. It was found that the profile shape 62
varied much less when plotted in terms of the depth 63
relative to shower maximum, ∆X = X−Xmax. Figure 1 64
shows many normalized energy deposit profiles in ∆X 65
that were simulated with proton primaries using three 66
different high-energy interaction models at 1019 eV. In 67
∆X , the majority of normalized profiles fall within a 68
narrow band. 69
Consider the average of normalized energy deposit 70
profiles Ui(∆X) for a single interaction model and 71
primary particle. Then figure 2 shows the absolute de- 72
viations δi(∆X) of each average profile from the mean 73
〈U(∆X)〉 of the average profiles 74
Ui(∆X) =
〈(
dE
dX
)/(
dE
dX
)
max
〉
(∆X)
δi(∆X) = Ui(∆X)− 〈U(∆X)〉 .
Nowhere does the total systematic difference rise above 75
3% from the mean and it stays below one percent after 76
the shower maximum. The equivalent plot for shower 77
age shows deviations of up to 5% from the mean both 78
before and after the shower maximum. Due to the weak 79
dependence on primary composition, interaction model 80
and primary particle energy, the average profile U(∆X) 81
is henceforth referred to as the Universal Shower Profile 82
(USP). The measurement of the energy scale of fluo- 83
rescence detection with the method described below is 84
most susceptible to systematic differences in the tail of 85
the USPs for different parameters (cf. figure 3c). 86
There is a slight dependence of the shape of the 87
energy deposit profile on the primary energy. This effect 88
is relevant for this work only within the uncertainty 89
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Fig. 2. Residuals δ (∆X) of universal shower profiles for various
interaction models and primaries to the mean of the profiles.
of the reconstructed primary energy because the USP90
was recalculated for each event from simulations at91
the estimated energy. The dependence of the shape on92
the primary energy introduces a negligible systematic93
uncertainty (cf. table I).94
III. METHOD95
The longitudinal profile reconstruction [14] of the96
Offline software framework [15] was extended with an97
additional free parameter f so that the fluorescence yield98
becomes Y f = Y flab/f where Y
f
lab is the fluorescence99
yield currently used in the standard shower reconstruc-100
tion by the Auger Collaboration [1]. This fluorescence101
yield is a parameterization of laboratory measurements,102
including the corresponding pressure dependence. Since103
Y f is inversely related to f , a change in f corresponds104
to a proportional change in the reconstructed shower105
energy.106
A set of showers is reconstructed many times while107
varying f . A low f corresponds to assuming a large108
fluorescence light yield and implies that fewer electrons109
are required in the shower to produce the observed110
fluorescence light. Since a smaller number of particles111
emits less Cherenkov light, the fraction of the measured112
light that is reconstructed as Cherenkov light is reduced113
accordingly.114
The majority of detected fluorescence photons has not115
been scattered in the atmosphere before reaching the116
detector. Therefore, the point on the shower axis from117
which fluorescence light is observed is also the point118
at which it was emitted. Showers with significant con-119
tributions of direct Cherenkov light are not selected for120
this analysis (see below). Thus, the bulk of the observed121
Cherenkov light has propagated along the shower axis122
before being scattered towards the detector on molecules123
or aerosols. This means that the detected Cherenkov124
light carries information from a different stage of shower 125
development than the fluorescence light observed from 126
the same direction. This gives us a handle to change 127
the shape of the reconstructed longitudinal profile of 128
the energy deposit for a given observed light profile by 129
modifying the fluorescence yield scale factor f . 130
The effect of a modified f parameter on the re- 131
constructed light composition is demonstrated with an 132
example in figure 3a and 3b. The measured light profile 133
is unchanged. But with higher fluorescence yield in 3a, 134
the contribution of Cherenkov light is suppressed. Con- 135
versely, it is increased due to the reduced fluorescence 136
yield in 3b. 137
At the same time, a modified f changes the shape 138
of the reconstructed energy deposit profile as shown in 139
figure 3c. Since the shape is known from universality 140
considerations, a χ2 minimization can be used to fit each 141
profile to the universal shape in dependence of f . 142
Each event is assigned an uncertainty that is a com- 143
bination of the uncertainty from the χ2 minimization 144
and several propagated uncertainties. These include the 145
uncertainties on the direction of the shower axis, the 146
spread of the showers that make up the Universal Shower 147
Profile, and the uncertainty on the aerosol attenuation 148
lengths. The fit is repeated twice for each of these 149
parameters: once after increasing and once after de- 150
creasing each parameter by one standard deviation. The 151
resulting difference to the default result is the propagated 152
uncertainty. 153
IV. RESULTS 154
To test the method, a set of showers that roughly 155
corresponds to five years of Auger data was simulated 156
with energies between 1018 and 1020eV. The simulation 157
setup follows that used for the Auger fluorescence de- 158
tector exposure calculation [16]. Basic quality cuts such 159
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Fig. 3. Example event (Los Morados detector, run 1392, event 2886). (a)/(b) Measured light profile with reconstructed light components
for two modified yield scale factors. Fluorescence light , Cherenkov light (direct , Mie scattered , Rayleigh scattered ), multiply
scattered light ; (c) Normalized, reconstructed energy deposit profiles. Grey band: Universal shower profile with uncertainty band. Graphs:
energy deposit profiles for different values of the yield scale factor
as requiring an energy resolution better than 20% and160
an Xmax resolution better than 40g/cm2 were applied.161
Additionally, since the forward peaked nature of direct162
Cherenkov light introduces a strong susceptibility to the163
uncertainties of geometry reconstruction, showers with164
a significant contribution of direct Cherenkov light were165
not used for the analysis. This was implemented by se-166
lecting showers with a minimum viewing angle in excess167
of 20◦. The minimum viewing angle is the minimum168
angle between the shower axis and any vector between169
a point in the observed profile and the fluorescence170
detector.171
Conversely, the showers were required to have sig-172
nificant contributions of Rayleigh scattered Cherenkov173
light, and a long profile that includes both regions in174
slant depth where fluorescence light and regions where175
Cherenkov light dominate the measured light flux.176
This requirement was implemented as a two-177
dimensional cut on the profile length after the shower178
maximum and a quantity R179
R = ρ(Xup) ·
(
1 + cos2 ψ
)
.
It is the product of atmospheric density ρ in the deepest180
visible part of the shower track Xup and the angular181
dependence of Rayleigh scattering given the viewing182
angle ψ. Thus R is a measure for the amount of183
Cherenkov light scattered from the end of the profile184
towards the telescope.185
The Monte Carlo simulation was carried out for three186
different fluorescence yields:187
• The laboratory measurement Y fdefault = Y
f
lab188
(corresponding to ftrue = 1.0),189
• an increased fluorescence yield Y fhigh = Y
f
lab/0.8190
(ftrue = 0.8),191
• and a lowered fluorescence yield Y flow = Y
f
lab/1.2192
(ftrue = 1.2).193
In the shower reconstruction, the fluorescence yield was194
Y flab/f˜ with the fit parameter f˜ .195
For the selected set of simulated showers, the re- 196
sulting, reconstructed fluorescence yield scale factors f˜ 197
are weighted with their respective uncertainties. The 198
distribution of these weighted scale factors is shown in 199
figure 4 for three different input values of ftrue. As can 200
be seen, we are able to recover the true yield with good 201
accuracy. This shows that the method is sensitive to a 202
true fluorescence yield which differs from the assumed 203
yield Y flab because the reconstructed scale factor f˜ has 204
no bias relating to the input parameter ftrue. The width 205
of the distributions, however, shows that a large number 206
of suitable showers is required for the analysis. 207
The systematic uncertainties (table I) from various 208
sources were taken into account by repeating the full 209
procedure with various input parameters modified by 210
their respective systematic uncertainties. For the sys- 211
tematics of the method, aerosols play a particularly 212
important role. Both aerosol attenuation and scattering of 213
Cherenkov light on aerosols are non-trivial effects that 214
change the shape of the reconstructed energy deposit 215
profile. The largest contribution is due to the uncer- 216
tainties of the vertical aerosol optical depth (VAOD) 217
profile. Since the available uncertainty bounds include 218
both statistical and systematic effects, we estimate an 219
upper limit for the systematics on f of about ±7%. 220
Another significant systematic uncertainty is introduced 221
by the parameters of the aerosol phase function (APF) 222
which describes the angular dependence of scattering 223
on aerosols [17]. Its parameter g is a measure for the 224
asymmetry of scattering, whereas the APF parameter f 225
determines the relative strength of forward and back- 226
wards scattering. The contribution from the exponent 227
γ describing the wavelength dependence of light at- 228
tenuation due to aerosols is small. Likewise, the slight 229
energy dependence of the shape of the universal shower 230
profile leads to an uncertainty of less than one percent. 231
Using various models or compositions for calculating 232
the universal shower profile yields another contribution 233
to the total of ±1% and ±3% respectively. Two different 234
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Fig. 4. Reconstructed, weighted yield scale factor distributions for
three different input values of the scale factor f
parameterizations for the multiple scattering of light in235
the atmosphere [18], [19] produce yield scale factors that236
differ by 1%. If added in quadrature, these effects add237
up to a total expected systematic uncertainty of 8− 9%.238
V. CONCLUSIONS239
We introduced a new method of measuring the energy240
scale of fluorescence detectors using the universality241
of shape of the longitudinal shower profile. Its appli-242
cability and sensitivity was demonstrated using Monte243
Carlo simulations of air showers and the detector of244
the Pierre Auger Observatory. The measurement of the245
energy scale uses air shower data to determine the abso-246
lute fluorescence yield scale directly, and only requires247
a laboratory measurement of the relative fluorescence248
spectrum.249
The simulated fluorescence yields were reproduced to250
very good accuracy. The systematic uncertainties of this251
method could potentially allow for a fluorescence yield252
determination with a precision better than 10%. The253
application of this method to Auger data is in progress.254
TABLE I
UNCERTAINTIES OF THE SCALE FACTOR
(SEE TEXT)
Source Uncertainty [%]
APF: g +5,−3
APF: f ±0.4
wavelength dependence γ +0.0,−0.2
VAODs ≈ ±7
multiple scattering ±0.5
energy reconstruction +0.4,−0.5
USP had. int. model ±1
USP composition ±3
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